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MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGERs Ws will bear arguments next 
in &©. 79, Reliance Electric Company against Emerson Electric 
Company.

Mr. Mulligan, you may proceed.
ORAL ARGUMENT OF THOMAS P. MULLIGAN, ESQ.,

OH BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER
MR. MULLIGAN! Mr. Chief Justice, and may it pieess

the Court?
This case brings before feh-a Court a question involving 

Section 3.6(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which 
relates to abort-swing sales transactions involving directors, 
officers, and 10 percent holders.

We are concerned her© with the position of Emerson 
Electric Company, -the respondent, who war. what has been 
described as a beneficial owner under the statute in that it 
was at the times that are relevant, in our consideration of 
this question, more than © 10 percent holder of the common stock 
of Dodge Manufacturing Company, which was subsequently merged 
into Reliance Electric Company, the petitioner herein.

Section 16(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of IS34 
is set out on page 2 of our brief, and provides that; For 
the purpose of preventing the unfair use of information which 
may have been obtained by a beneficial owner -or director or 
officer, by reason of his relationship with the issuer, that any



profit realized by him from fch© purchase and sale or sal© and 
purchase within a period of six months shall be recoverable 
by the issuer.

There is in 16(b) an exemption which provides, and 
it is of significance in this case, that the subsection shall 
not be construed to cover any transaction where the- beneficial 
owner or the officer or director was not such, both at the 
time of the purchase and at the sale, or the sale and purchase, 
of the security involved.

This ‘action comes before the Court by reason of a 
declaratory judgment which was initially filed by Emerson 
against Reliance, asking for a declaration of its rights and 
obligations under Section 16(b) by reason of its, that is 
Emerson*s ownership of more than 10 percent of the stock of 
Dodge.

Briefly, the relevant facts disclose that on Juno 
16th, 1967, pursuant to a tender offer, Emerson purchased 
152,282 shares of Dodge stock at $63 a share, pursuant to a 
tender offer, had by that purchase became the owner of 
approximately 13.2 percent of Dodge's outstanding stock, and 
therefore, in our view, within the purview of the hot.

Q Mr. Mulligan, is there any suggestion anywhere 
her© that upon or after this acquisition through tender,
Emerson in fact possessed any insider information?

4

MR. MULLIGAN: Ther© is no information on© way or



the other in the record, Your Honor, as to whether they did 
or did not. It is our view, as I will touch on more fully later, 
that within the purview of the statute, once they become an 
insider by reason of the acquisition of more then 10 percent, 
they are presumed, and irrebufcably presumed, to have insid© 
information and to have th© opportunity to exploit that 
inside information in whatever way they see fit.

Q That's th® purport of the statute?
MR* MULLIGAN2 Yes, Your Honor.
Now, at the time that Emerson made its purchase, 

and prior thereto, it knew two things. It knew, first of all, 
that Dodge and Reliance had entered into a merger agreement.
It also knew that its own management had authorised the. 
submission of a merger proposal to Dodge. This latter fact, 
however, was not known on June 16th when Emerson made its 
purchase by the shareholders of Dodge, nor by the public 
generally, and it was not known until after Dodge — after 
Emerson had purchase th® Dodge stock and indicated that it was 
going to solicit proxies to oppose th© merger between Reliance 
and Dodge which matter was to coma before a shareholder's 
meeting of Dodge on August 22nd, 1967.

Within a few days after Dodge, or Emerson had 
acquired its 13.2 percent of Dodge, it received a letter from 
Its counsel, dated June 26, 1967, in which he outlined 
alternatives to a proxy fight with Dodge. And principally, he
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told them how he thought they could go about avoiding p : fit. 

ox?, the disposition of their holdings in Dodge? principally by •:•• 

defensive plan which would involve selling just enough of the?, 

stock to be below 10 percent» and then 'the disposition of the 

balance so as to avoid the impact of 16(b) und preserve -the 

profit on the second sals»

Now, in point of fact, in the proxy fight that did 

ensue. Emere on lost and Dodge was merged into Reliances.

Immediately upon the completion of the.meeting at 

which the shareholders of Dodge approved the merger# August 

22nd, immediately thereafter Emerson undertook the deliberate, 

intentional disposition of its stock as rapidly as it could, 

pursuant to the plan which had been outlined by its attorney 

a couple of months before.
v

s

On August 28, 1967, in a sale to Goldman, Sachs and 

Company, it disposed of 37,000 shares of Dodge stock, which 

had the effect of reducing its holdings in Dodge to just below 

10 percent, 9.96 to be exact.

And almost simultaneously with that disposition it 

entered into negotiations whereby it sold -the remaining 9.96 

shares to Dodge, which sale was completed in early September of 

1967. Both of these transactions involved sales at an amount 

considerably in excess of what Emerson had paid for the stocks 

so that the net result of what Emerson had clone, pursuant to a 

plan which had bears in its mind while it was an insider, was
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fene disposition of Its entire holdings in Dodgs at ~~ within, 

as I said, three months — at a gross profit:, including 

dividends that were declared, of in excess of $900,000«,

Q Mr. Mulligan, you said that 51 it'* entered into
negotiations with Dodge. Let me get the implications of that, 

statement, am I mistaken in my impression 'that it was Dodge 

that approached Emerson?

MR. MULLIGAMs Yon are absolutely correct, Mr. 

Justice. And what 1 meant to say was that negotiations did 

go forward. But you are absolutely correct. They were- 

initiated, indeed, by Reliance on behalf of Dodge, and those 

negotiations did result in this sale.

The negotiations, however, which took place were 

precisely of a nature which counsel for Emerson had 

anticipated because, in his letter advising Emerson as to this 

defensive plan, h© hacl contemplated the very tiling that did 

happen and suggested that .it might be one of the ways of doing 

it, and he issued some precautionary instructions with respect 

thereto.

Q X suppose it's a neture1 thing to get rid of 

that stock after it. lost the battle for Dodge, isn't it?

MR. MULLIGAN: Well, 2*m sure it was a natural thing 

for them to want to get rid ©f it at a profit as soon as they 

could; and that’s precisely what they did. And it is our 

position that having undertaken the position of becoming a
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statutory fiduciary, which is what this law does, that they were 

not free to dispose of that stock within the period of six 

months and keep the profit, where they did it pursuant to a 

plan made at a time when they were an insidar.

And, indeed ,

Q Do you make a distinction between a decision 

and a plan, where you juxtapose the two statements, the Eighth 

Circuit's evaluation against the statement in the brief, 1 

am not sure I see these two necessarily in such complete 

conflict as you do.

MR. MULLIGAN3 It would appear to us, Your Honor, 

that what they did was to draw up a plan which they then 

decided, as soon as it was obvious that they and not — that 

they had lost and had not won the merger ---

Q You say draw up a plan, you mean they drew up 

something in writing?

MR. MULLIGANs No, Your Honor. I think this was 

totally within ths.tr own mind. This was —

Q Well, then it isn't drawing up a plan, in it?

MR. MULLIGANi It is drawing up in the sense that 

what they in fact did was precisely what the lawyer had 

suggested to them in what I would call the defensive plan, as 

an alternative to a proxy contest. And so that when they sold 

they ware in effect carrying out what had been planned as an 

alternative defensive way of avoiding the impact of Section



16(b) and thus keeping substantially all of the profit, on the 
sal® of th® Dodge stock.

And, indeed, in the, trial in the District Court,/ 
based upon th© evidence that was before him, he made certain 
findings of fact which are in fcha record and which are of 
significance. He found, first of all, that while it was a 
beneficial owner, Emerson determined to dispose of its entire-; 
holdings so as to avoid Section 16(b) to the extent possible 
with respect fco the profits that would be realised on such 
dispositiono

He held secondly, and this is a very significant on®, 
that the first sals which Dodge — which Emerson made of 37,OOC 
shares to Goldman,Sachs, was motivated solely by Emerson’s 
desire to reduce its holdings under 10 percent immediately 
prior to disposing of the balance.

And finally he said that — his finding was that these? 
two sales were related parts of a single plan of disposition, 
the substance of which, overlooking the form, was to dispose of 
Emerson’s entire holdings. And, as a consequence, h@ held that 
the second sal© of 115,282 shares also fell within the Act 
and 'was not immune from the Act by reason of the exemptive 
provisions to which I mads* reference a moment ago,,

Q So that Judge Regan’s finding,then, was directly 
opposed to advice of counsel, both for Reliance and for
Emerson?
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Or his conclusion,

MR, mulligans His ultimate legal conclusion —

U Tho conclusion.

MR. mulligans Yos, Your Honor. The conclusion rhicli 

he reached, baaed on these findings which he made, was contrary 

to the opinion of Emerson, and it was contrary to a concurrence 

by Reliance with this exception, Your Honor; that in every 

instance bo far as I am aware, in which Reliance had concurred 
in that ©pinion, it reserved the right to take whatever 

view was necessary if shareholders raised any question, and if 

any further developments in ‘the law or the facts should dictate 

otherwise.
And in point of fact, we do have a vary significant 

change in the facts, which was not known, to Relianc® at -the tin;:* 

it expressed til® views to which you make reference, in that it 

had no knowledge of the letter of Emerson's counsel and there

fore no knowledge of the plan, as I call it, of disposition 

arrived at while Emerson was an insider.

The Eighth Circuit, on •—
Q I don't think Judge Regan used the term "plan” 

anywhere, did fee, or did he? I noticed tile on® in the quoted 

material, you — oh, that’s the Eighth Circuit, "it determined*; 

it5<3 the Eighth Circuit that you've used this term "determined" 

rather than "plan".

MR. MULLIGAN? Yes, Your Honor. I'm on page 164 of



fck& record. Judge Ragan, in his ©pinion, said: Looking
through form to discern «substance, we hold that in truth and 
in fact th© two sal® transactions wore related parts of © 
single plan devised by Emerson to dispose of all of its Dodge 
stock, and so on.

How, when th© case got to th© Eighth Circuit on m 

interlocutory appeal by Emerson, th© fact is that the Eighth 
Circuit accepted th© findings of fact by th© District Court:, 
but held -that% notwithstanding that acceptance of those facts, 
it was compelled to hold, as a matter of law, that Section 
16(b) did not apply to the second sale because, having redtvzed 
its holdings to 9.96, it was than free to do what it wished.

tod in our view what the problem that the appellate 
court had was in feeling that it was obligated to restrict its 
view of the case to ordinary commercial concepts without a 
clear and full recognition of the prophylactic effect that fchia 
statute was intended to have, and without a full appreciation 
of th® liberality of interpretation which was necessary in 
order to effectuate th® purposes ©£ this statute.

It ’was for that reason that we asked this Court, 
by way of a petition for certiorari, to review the Eighth 
Circuit's approval of a technique which, it seems to us, permits 
an insider, at a time when ha is an insider under th© statute, 
to shape his transactions so as to insulate from recovery a 
substantial portion of th© profits which he has realized on
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purchases and sales within the• 8ix*-iRonth period,

Q I don’t recall the dates, Mr, Mulligan. How 

much longer would they have had to wait to get out from vntvr

your view of the statute?

MR. MULLIGANs A little over three months. Your 

Honor. They did — their transactions were accomplish©-» in 

less than three months? the statutory period is six months.

Mow, the interesting thing in analyzing the Eighth 

Circuit’s opinion is that it appears that the Eighth Circuit 

had no difficulty at all in holding that Emerson was liable 

with respect to its first sal©. And the clear thrust of the 

Eighth Circuit’s opinion is that if Emerson had sold the 

entire 13.2 percent of its holdings at on© time, there would 

have been 16(b) liability and Reliance would have had a right 

to recover all of the profit.
' 8

The difficulty that the Eighth Circuit had was 

handling the. problem of what you do where they divided up to 

accomplish exactly the same result, but in two sales followed 

in rapid succession.

Q That often happens in the application of the 

taxing statutas, doesn’t it?

MR. MULLIGANt X understand —

Q where two different ways of doing the same thing 

will produce very, very different results.

MR, MULLIGAN: Yes, Your Honor. And in situations
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where it appears fco the Court that the.sole purpose of steps 

taken by a taxpayer was simply tax avoidance, having no real 

business purposes. It is my understanding, and 'this is 

illustrated especially by this Court's decision in Gregory vs» 

lielvering, that the Court will look through the form and get 

to the substance of the transaction, and if the substance 

doesn't have any real meaning other than tax avoidance, than 

the Court will not permit the taxpayer to accomplish what he 

set out to do.

And, similarly, here —

Q Yet, I suppose, in a capital gain or loss 

situation, purposeful waiting beyond the six-month period 

results in tax savings, rather —

MR. MULLIGAN: Y©s, Your Honor.

Q — than if you sell it two days before. The 

purpose is there.
MR. MULLIGAN: No question about it. And in this 

esse, had Emerson waited six months, the same purposeful 

waiting would have given them immunity.

It is the problem as we see it her© is that what 

Emerson did was to make a decision at a time when Congress, by 

law, said, You are a statutory fiduciary? you ar© presumed to 

have inside information; you ere not permitted to show that 

you were innocent and didn't have it» And therefor©, when you, 

Saaerson, mad© © decision, at a time when there is a presumption
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of inside knowledge, it is fair to assume that that decision 
mad© by Era®rson under those circumstances was on© dictated by 
the accessibility of inside information to it, and therefor© 
it, Emerson, was exploiting an opportunity not available to 
outsiders, bat available only to it by reason of its insider 
status» V

Q Incidentally, is Dodge stock listed or not?
MR. MULLIGAN s Dodge has since been merged into 

Reliance, and it is —
Q Well, was it listed at the time?
MR. MULLIGAN: Oh, yes, it was at the time, yes.

Your Honor.
Q I suppose that Emerson wasn't in a position to 

take an indemnity from Dodge, in case it got stuck for thin 
profit? j

t

MR. MULLIGAN: I don’t know whether it was or not, ? 
Your Honor. I know that there was no such discussion between 
the parties.

New, the point I was making. Your Honors, was that if 
Emerson had sold the entire amount in on© sale, it would have

« * .V. ",

been caught for the profit. And tills is because, when you 
review the legislative history of this Act, it is obvious 
that what Congress was aiming at were abuses by directors, by 
officers, and by shareholders, who were profiting in the short
swing speculative trading through inside information or through



manipulative practices.

And th® courts , in construing Section l*{b), have 

recognized this congressional purpose, and the language of the 

courts indicates that Section 16(b) is to be construed liberal! 

in favor of the corporation, the issuer th&t is, and strictly 

against the shareholder, Emerson in this cs.se.

The courts hat's used such language as thorough-going, 

that all profit shall be squeezed out of the transaction, hast 

the purpose of the lav? is to set up standards so high m.i to 

avoid any sort of conflict between the selfish interests of 

the insider and the faithful performance of feia duties.

Q What would be your view, Mr* Mulligan, if the 

record showed that $ sal© of this 9.96, the bulk of these 

securities, was mad© sir months and on® day rather than 

approximately three months, end that this was pursuant to a 

resolution . of the board of directors to sell it within 24 

hours after the six-month period had expired?

MR. MULLIGAN: 1 wouldn't have the slightest

difficulty, Mr* Chief Justice, in holding that they had mat the 

statutory requirement, of holding it for pix months, and they 

would fc© immune.

Q But is there- really all that much difference 

between that kind of predetermined plan, decision, on six 

months and one day, and cutting the holdings down to something 

less than ten percent?
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MR. MULLIGAN: Well, —
Q Isn't each on© of them an avoidance of the impact 

of the statute, or at least the motivation —* we don't knew 

whether the result is; the motivation in each case is to avoid 

the impact of the statute, isn't it?

MR, MULLIGAN: Well — yes, it could be, In each 

case It could be. Except that in the case of the person who 

waits six months and on© day, he is complying with what the 

statute has sat up, he is permitted to do that,

Q Even though ha has actual inside information?

MR, MULLIGAN3 Yes, indeed. No matter what informa

tion he has, if he waits that period cf time, that's the 

period of tin® Congress has set. Just as ha can buy nir.per

cent of the stock and preclude himself from being an insidor.

But in the case of the person who, while he is an 

insider, decides what he's going to do within the six-month 

period in order to circumvent that requirement, that requirement 

being the requirement or the intention of Congress and the 

courts to avoid permitting insiders to speculate within the 

six-month period; when fee makes a decision during that period, 

it is fair for the court to say, He has made that decision on 

the basis ©£ inside information, he is therefore taking 

advantage of that position, and h© has an advantage over 

outsiders.

The whole purpose of the —
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Q Isn’t that equally truss of the six-inonths-cnd^ 

onss-day sal®?

MR. MULLIGAN? Only fc®c©use Congress has said that 

•that'® what he can d©„

Q But Congress has also said 10 pereant.? not 9.6.

MB» MULLIGANS Yes, Your Honor»

But fch© difficulty I have, as I say, is that he can 

buy up to 0.6 and prevent himself from coming under the 

statute. But -that one© ha coma under the statute, and if 

you assume, as we must, that he then has inaid© information, 

and you don't hold him to the second sal®, you ar© thereby, 

it seems t© us, as Emerson did here, you are creating a loophole 

in the statute. You ar© creating or approving is a better 

word, not creating? you are approving a method by which fchrs 

insider, within the period which Congress has said it does not 

want short-swing speculation, you are approving a device by 

which h© can so structure his transaction that he is able to 

maasimis© the profit and keep it,

Q But when h© gets below tea percent h®*s no 

longer an insider.

MR. MULLIGANs B© is —

Q Is that right?

MR.MULLIGAN? It is our view, Your Honor, that 

anybody — that an insider who makes this determination while 

h© is an insider to dispose of his stock in two sales is pro-
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suiiiisd to have arrived at that decision by reason of informatioaf. 

which is available to him mid not to others , and when he —

Q Yes, he made ~~ he did all of hie planning and 

all of his conspiring, I’d even say to everything else, but 

when ha acted he couldn’t b® violating the statute bscau.se ha 

was not an insidar,

MR, MULLIGAN: Well, this turns on —

Q ■ Because of four-tenths of on© percent,

MR, MULLIGAN: But this turn© —

Q But ha still wasn’t an insidar at the time he

did it.

MR. MULLIGAN: Mr. Justice, I would respond to that 

by saying that I think this Court, just as the District Court 

did, is perfectly — in a perfect position within the decisions 

that have been decided under the Securities Act, to determine 

that the word "sale” under Section 16{b) includes all related 

transactions pursuant to a plan which was predetermined at t 
time when the man was an insider; and that you don’t have to put 

on blinders and look at each segment of his disposition, that 

you can fairly say, even though he has divided these in two,

I will hold, as a matter of law, that a sale ~-

Q But aren’t you rewriting something?

MR. MULLIGAN: I don’t believe so, Your Honor.

And in any event there are the additional words in the statute 

which say "at the tiros ef sal©", h© must foe a 10 parcent owner
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at the time of sals. And you gat the probiora of what do the 
words ®at the tim® of" mean.

Q When it’s sold.
MR. MULLIGANz But 2 think the —
Q To rr.a it means when it’s sold.
MR. MULLIGAN? Judge Ragan held that”at the time ofs? 

means the time involved in the disposition pursuant to a p'lm 
which he conceived —

Q ■ Well, when would he pay his income tastes ©n it? 
When he made up his mind to sell it or when h© sold it?

MR. MULLIGAN? No, h© would — whan ho sold it.
Q Well, that’s what 1 thought.
MR. MULLIGANs Yes. What you need and what v?s have 

here is an intention to do something, mads while an insider, 
and the actual carrying out or execution of that program 
while an insider, and having —

Q Mr. Mulligan, you use the term "putting on 
blinders•, aren’t you willing to put the blinders on, though, 
ones the six-month period has expired?

MR. MULLIGAN? No, I wouldn't call it putting blinders 
on, Your Honor, I would say fcht somebody who hse don© that has 
complied with the spirit, ©£ the — the actual literal wording 
of the statute and the spirit of the statuto. When a man does 
what has been done hare, it seems to us that he may well 
arguably have complied with the literal wording of the statute,
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but he has not complied with the spirit, of tha statute, because 
fch© spirit of th@ statute requires that it be thorough-going
and ©quaes© out profits. And yafc this techniques permits a man, 
while he has insider information, to determine, on the basis 
of that information, that it’s wise for him to get out.
But instead of getting out in or.© sal®, he divides it so that 
he insulates from recovery a substantial — and this can ba don© 
in ©very cases, in every case where you have a person owning 
over 10 percent? if the ruling of the Eighth Circuit is 
affirmed, it would mean that in every single case from now on, 
insiders can, in our view, circumvent the spirit — 

q Once they get below the ten percent.
MR. MULLIGANs Yes, Your Honor, they can.
Q As I see the statute, it has two provisions? 

one is a. six-month provision and the other is the 10 percent 
provision. And as I get your argument, you are feeling yourself 
bound by the time provision, but not by the 1.0 percent 
provision.

MR. MULLIGAN! There can b© questions of fact with
it-

respect to the time provision, too. That is, there may well ba 
a question in a particular case as to whan the time starts to 
run. That is, when did the purchase occur? Or when did the 
sal© occur? And if that sort of a question cam© up, I would 
assume that th© Court would liberally construe it in favor of 
trying tp bring this transaction within the ambit of the law.
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Similarly hare, it would seam to me, that where: the 

word w©ale“ — this Court has said that you don't hav® to 
construe words in the Securities law in the ordinary commercial 
sense, but you may construe them in such a way as to effectus, ta

the purposes of the Act.

We submit, Your Honors, that to effectuate the broad 

purposes of Section 16(b) it certainly requires that 16(b) 

apply here.
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; Thank you, Mr. Mulligan. 

Mr. North.
ORAL ARGUMENT OF WALTER P. NORTH, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF S.E.C. AS AMICUS CURIAE 

MR. NORTE s Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the

Court;

The Commission is appreciative of the opportunity tc 

participate in today’s oral argument, even though it’s only 

in the case on an amicus basis. And one, reason why we foal 'that 

way, particularly in this case, is because while wa agree with 

the result for which the petitioner argues, we would put it on 

a little different ground than at least the one that most of 

the oral argument has been devoted to, though I think the 

petitioner also agrees with our somewhat broader view of it.

Q Well, how about the other way around?

MR. NORTHs How’s that?

Q How about the other way around? Do you accept



his interpretation?
MR. 25ORTH: w© agree —-

Q His accuracy.
MR* NORTH; We agree that his interpretation is on© 

method of disposing of this case, in his favor, in other words, 
his client would get the same 600 or 700 thousand dollars? no 
matter which theory is decided on.

Q I gather the Commission thinks that the batter 
interpretation is either the voluntary purchase that’s made 
or if he disposes of it all within sis-: months? in either one ' 

he's within 16(b)? Is that it?
MR. NORTH: That's right. _ And w® —
G Is that, broader than what petitioner has been

urging?
MR. NORTH; It is. It is. Well, we don't —• ^

Q Do you say it shouldn't go that far?
MR. NORTH; Well, w© don't think the case ought to 

turn cn the question of whether or not there is an advance 
scheme which ties these two separate sales all into one or not. 
The claimant --

Q You mean that would open up the whole business 
of suggestive intention of the

MR. NORTH; That, plus the fact that from then on 
you'd never have another case that had this kind of facts.
The general counsel wouldn't write the company a letter and
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propose that you cook up this kind of a schema, And that will 
never occur again, if you decide it on that ground.

In other words, the Commission feels that the case 
ought to he decided on the broader grounds, that a —

Q Which of the two do you prefer, or do you care?
MR. NORTHS Row's that?
y Which of the two interpretations that you 

proffer is the better, do you think?
MR. NORTHs We feel, just as the questions from the 

Chief Justice, indicate, that there are some weaknesses in putting 
it on the ground of whether there was a schema or <s. plan or r.;.r>, 
because that might fit in with asms other arguments about 
whether the six months was better.

Q Yes, but you propose two different and better, 
you think. And Mr. Justice Brennan's question is which on© of 
those do you think is idle preferable?

MR. NORTHS W© —
y The voluntary purchase or the all sales within

six months; which?
ME. NORTHs I'm not quite sure that I understand the 

difference between that and —
Q Well, maybe X don’t understand it.
MR. NORTH; Wall, we —
y Don't you have two? Yon have one at page 29,

"not intended to preclude liability for profits raa.de on trans-
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actions. within a six-month period toy a 10 poroont, fconsficisl 
owner who acquires such status by & voluntary purchaseCf.

MR. NORTHS Yes,
q Is that any different from your neat one, at 

page 34, is it? “The language in the ©xsanptive provision may 
properly be construed as not excluding any sale transactions 
effected within six months after a purchase by which a parrs on 
becomes a 10 percent beneficial owner".

Are they the same thing?
MR. NORTH? Those are both subheadings under ■.■car 

general proposition that'"neither the purpose nor the l-m 
of the section warrants excluding transactions such as this 
from the operation of the statute.

Now, as w© those are part and parcel of our 
over-®,11 argument to the effect.

Q Yes, but. they are certainly — they are quite 
separate, aren’t they, really? Two separate reasons for saying 
that the exemption doesn’t apply.

MR. NORTHx No, I wouldn't think sc, Your Honor.
In the first place, we're pointing out that fcha 

exemption provision was not intended to preclude liability for 
profits mad® on transactions within a six-month period by a 
10 percent beneficial owner, who acquires such status by 
voluntary purchase«

Then, the other, it seems to me, follows along as a



part of the sanvs argument, nam&iy, thz.t .'hr Urngi-o.ct’ in thr- 
©xempfciv© prevision do©sn * t s® contrary to that.

Q I know, but if you're right in that first part# 
that the exemption provision applies only in cases where there 
hasn't been a voluntary purchase# which brings aim up to 3.0 
percent# you don't need ever to go — yon don't need fco go any 
further and get into any other argument at all,

ME, NORTH: Mr. Jusfc4.co —
Q And your second ~~ your second raadon would apply 

however h@ acquired the stock,
MR, NORTHs I think, Mr* Justice White, ths difference 

is thiss that we feel that the purpose of Congress in putting 
in this provision about fche "at the time of both the purch&ue 
and the sale", that the purpose for putting that in there was 
fco protect against liability in involuntary situations.

In other words, if a man already owns S percent, and 
then he inherits or is mad® a present of another 3 or 4 
percent, h® hasn't become a 10 porcent owner by virtu© of 
purchase.

Q w© understand that.
MR. NORTH: How's that?
Q I understand -mat, and that’s as far as you need 

fco go with the case. As soon as someone has gotten to be a 
10 percent owner by purchase, that's the — the exemption 
provision is out fch© window. That's your position?
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MR. NORTH; That5s right. But than we say that the 
thing you should match that against is not just on® stage of a 
two or three or four-stage sales transaction, all you —

Q You don't, ©van need to say that. You don’t 
oven need to get to that.

MR. NORTH; Well* assuming that all of his acquisitions 
are by purchase, then you do have to gsfc to that.

Q All right.
MR. NORTH: The only tiro© you don’t get to that is 

when his acquisitions are by some means other than a purchase 5. 
Otherwise you've got to analyse the sale end of fch© transaction 
to determine whether or not there is liability.

Q Well, now, let’s sec if I get this. Is it the 
Commission’s view that once he has acquired enough to make him 
a 10 percent holder by voluntary purchase, then any of that 
which he sells within six months is subject to 16(b)?

MR. NORTH: That’s right.
Q Well, then, why do we have to go beyond that?

As I understand your position, once we’ve decided that this was 
acquired by voluntary purchase, then any part of it that ha

♦

sells within six months brings him within .16 (b) . Is that 
right?

MR. NORTH: That’s right. Sure, that’s right.
Q Then do we have to go beyond that? That inquiry?
MR. NORTH: The only reason we mention or make any
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point about involuntary acquisition is to she*/ v?hat w® think 

was the congressional reason for putting that provision in there 

about the "at the time of both the purchase .and the sal©”.

In other words, we ‘think that the so-called ©xomptivo 

language- or the provision that says it.shan’t apply except 
under the conditions set forth, w© think that that provisio::-, 

was put in there for purposes of protecting against in"- -I;.... ,:y

situations and shouldn’t bo construed so narrowly c,« to permit 

a two-step or thr®s-st@p or four-step sale, all of which steps 

occur within six months, regardless of whether it was with 

respect t© a predetermined plan or wasn’t with respect to a 

predetermined plan.

And we don't believe that that doss any violence to 

the language of the statute»

Wow, the respondent continually insists on saying 
that that doesn't comport with the literal languages of this 

statute. But, as w© all know, in situations of this kind, the 
literal language of the statute isn't necessarily fch© controlling 

factor? in fact, it's generally not the controlling factor.

Q I thought that the —~

MR. NORTH: The controlling factor is within Congress.

Q — cases generally, most of them in the Second 

Circuit., but there are cases elsewhere, had stood pretty much 

for the offset interest in this statute. The literal language 

of the statute was controlling, that the statute is a blunt



instrument, if you will, and if the period of holding is five 
months and 29 days, it’s applicable; if it’s sin month” and -one 
day, it's inapplicable. If the percent held, is -9.9 pereant, 
it's inapplicable; if it's 10.1 percent, it's applicable.
The literal provisions of the statute are what are controlling 
in the case. That's what 1 understood the precedents prettv 
much t© stand for.

I don’t mean la this case, I mean in past precedents
in this area.

MR* NORTH? St certainly could 
Q Asa I right about that?
MR, NORTHS It's certainly true that it's been said 

time and again that the whole IS(b) concept is one that has 
arbitrary limitations, and has a mechanical or mechanistic
application of hard-and-fast rules. But in determining whether

* '

there has been a purchase or there has bean a sal©, the aspects 
of the thing that are subject to interpretation, an against the 
arbitrary limitations, the Court has said repeatedly this is 
a remedial statute, this should be broadly and literally 
construed to accomplish the purposes that Congress had in mind, 
namely, to prevent the types of abuses that arise in connection 
with short-swing sales by insiders.

And we —
Q Well, there's sometimes been litigation over 

whether something was a purchase, i.e», an exchange, and so on*
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MR. NORTHs That58 right.

Q Mid as that, language has been used perhaps in that,

connection, or whether something was a sale.

MR. NORTH* That's right.

Q But with respect to its basic provisions, haven’t 

fcii© cases pretty well told us — pretty wall stood for the 
proposition along the lines I said, that this is not a 

refined instrument, and that we don’t look to actual activation, 

that’s complately irrelevant.

MR. NORTHS That’s right.

Q That it’s just a mechanical, blunt instrument, 

if you will.

MR. NORTH? That is true. But, as Your Honor said 

in writing the Ferraiolo opinion, in the Sixth Circuit, tho 

standards that seem to emerge from the decided cases are to

this effect, and I'm quoting from that, opinions “Every /
{■

transaction which can reasonably be defined as a purchase will 

be ao defined if the transaction is of a kind which can 

possibly lend itself to the speculation encompassed by Section
16(b)

And by th© same token, the courts have arrived at a 

decision as to whether or not there was a purchase or a sale 

on that kind of a tost, with the result that they sometimes 

call a particular transaction a purchase or a sale and then 

in another case, the identical type of transaction is not



called a purchase or a sale*
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Now, to me, it's impossible to aay that you’r© going 

by th© literal language1- of the statute, and sometimes you reach 

one result and sometimes you reach another on exactly the same 

kind of transaction. The whole thing, to ms, is in teams of* 

e»e you accomplishing the intent of Congress in adopting- this 

broadly remedial statute, unless you call it either a purchase 

or \\ sale, or refuse to call it a purchase or a sale.

Q Well, let’s sea, Mr, north* I gather —- ars yens 

saying this, that the exemption provision does not apply at 

all where the acquisition is voluntary purchase? and for that 

reason you don’t have to worry about the language “both ct the 

time of the purchase and the sale”, if you’re right about that* 

Is that correct?

MR* NORTH is I think that’® right.

Q But is your second argument, at page 34, on 

the premise that maybe you’re wrong about that, and that the 

exemption does also apply to voluntary purchases, to which 

your then answer is that so long as he was a 10 percent 

beneficial owner at any time during the period in which the 

sal© transactions occur, then he’s subject to 16(b)?

I®. NORTH? That’s right. From previous —»

Q And -that’s now & tentative argusaant, is that it?

MR. NORTH: Ho. No, From page 34 on, we are arguing 

what is our cons true tiers of the exempti ve language of the
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statute, namely —

Q If it reach®® voluntary purchase.

ME. NORTHs That's right* If the purchases &r@

voluntary,

Q The first on© is it doesn’t roach voluntary 

purchases? that*» your first argument?

MR. NORTH: Mo. Th© ©:«ampted provision was not; 

intend®d t© —

Q No, a©, no. Wait a minuta. Let’s got tack.

Til© argument that .you’re making at page 2.9 —

MR. WORTHS Yes.

0 — is that the ©xexnptive provision does not

reach voluntary purchase, isn’t it?

MR. NORTH% Uo,

Q You needn't even consider the ejcesption pro

vision at all if there has been a voluntary purchase. Just 

forget about it from then on.

MR. NORTHS No, that's not —

Q Not at' all.
*

MR. norths That's not the position. We're saying 

that assuming you’ve got a voluntary purchase and not an 
acquisition that isn't by way of purchase, on fch© on© ©ad, 

the purchase end, then on fch® sale end any sales within air 

months should be.considered as a single sale transaction, even 

though it’s done in step stages.



But you've ©till got to have smiths within zis. 
months of that purchase or you're not going to hav-a any .16(b)
liability in the firat placa.

Q W®11, as Justice Stewart suggested, thers are,

of necessity, a lot of arbitrary things in > statute li> 3 this* 

These problems would arise where the reality exists, whpr© a 

man acquires more than 10 percent by inheritance, gift? isn31 

that th® reality o£ it?

MR* NORTH* That's fcru®, but w© ~~

Q But congress had to draw some lines, so they 

drew a whole series of linea* They drew th© 10 pereant lino, 

they drew th© six-month lira© -—

MR. NORTHS Yes*
Q They didn't even say 180 days* Suppose seas 

fellow got mixed up in a leap year and miscalculated his time, 

if ho miscalculated and it was — relied on the- on© measurement 

instead of the other, if it was less than six months the 

statute — the ax© would fall on him, wouldn't it?

MR. NORTH* Yes, that's right.

Thar© are mafiy respects, just as you say, in which 

the statuta is arbitrary, but -th© courts have never had much 

difficulty in reaching what they thought was the right result 

on a case-by-case basis. For instance, this Colby v* Klnn-a 

case that we mention her©. You had a person there who was an 

employe© of the company, but h© didn’t bear any corporate.,
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official or officer’s title. He wasn’t the president or th© 

vice president or anything of that sort. But fcho court said 

well# to© might still b@ ©a officer even though he didn’t bear 

an official title, a corporate title of any kind.
Now, the courts overlook the precise language of the 

statute, where they feel that substance should prevail over 

form and that there should be liability. If that man i© 

actually working for the company in a capacity wh©::. 
same access to inside information as though he was tho prasidouf 
of ‘he company,th© court said liability should at1

Q Kits that case decided before or affc^r Blau v. 

Lshiiin Corporati ;>n?

MS. NCRTHs That was before.

Q 3 don’t think it would have bean decided th© 

asm© way afterwards, would it?

MR. NORTH; Yes, 1 think it would. I think it would,

yes
Q Mr, North, before you sit down, I think it would 

be helpful for this end of -the bench if you, in three 

se?sences, would tell us what your position is.

MR. NORTH: All right. My time is already up, but if

J —

Q I know it is,

MR. NORTHS — can do it in three sentences —

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; We’ll give you the margin.



MR. NORTH? £ won't rim ov@rti.ma but a little bit.
Car position is that if you have a voluntary purchase 

that ©xceads 10 perconta that than,- to determine whether a 
16(b) liability or not» you match ~~ you add up all th© sales 
that are made within six months of that purchase? and the 
liability attaches to all such sales,

I don't know -~
Q So that on the sailing side? as Mr, Justice 

Brennan says? the exemption has no application?
MR, NORTH? Well? w© have tried to state ~~~ whether 

we've done it effectively or nofci and apparently not -- fret; 
page 34 on we have tried to state why we think that you can 
read the statute that way.

Now? if the Court decides you can't read it that way? 
why? we just can't prevail on that theory. That's the argument 
we'r® endeavoring to make.

Thank you v@ry much,
MR, CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you? Mr. North.
Mr. Jenner', you will have about 11 minutes for today, 

ORAL ARGUMENT OF ALBERT E. JENNSR? JR. ? ESQ.,?
ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT

MR. JENNER; Thank you? Mr. Chief Jus tics?» and 
members of the Courts

I'm troubled by both arguments because neither 
argument presents ray little case before this Court. And all I
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am seeking is to have the Court decide my cas-s and not decide 

other cases. By & parade of horribles or otherwise.
By Mr. Mulligan, a distinguished lawyer from 

Cleveland, seeking to retain for hie client, who participated 

in the purchase of the sales, the profit resulting from their 

purchase- ©£ this stock from Reliance.

tod may X, in the few minutes this afternoon, X 

would like to devote, if I may, to stating the facts of thin 
case.

to Mr. Justice Stewart said, in the case in 1958 

when he wrote the opinion for the unanimous Court, that the 

trend has corse to be, as you, Mr. Chicsf Justice, have indicated, 

when you wrote the opinion as the Circuit Justice of the Second 

Circuit, is to examine the facts in each case and decide each 

case.
Mow, before I state the facts in this case, which will 

relate directly, Mr. Justice Blackmun, to one of fch© inquiries 

you made as to whether or not in fact Emerson had any inside 

information of any kind or character at, all. To which Mr. 

Mulligan did not give you a direct answer, or refer you to the 

record in which there is a direct finding in fche case in which 

Dodge brought suit against Emerson, in which District Judge 

Grant held, in the cas® that x tried and represented Emerson, 

that Emerson not only had no insido information but no 

possibility of obtaining inside information.
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Q Welle the actual information, really, isn't an 

b, in these cases? Tin re is \ • .

presumption of inclination resulting ftom the amount of stock 
that’s held« isn’t that true?

MR. JEiNNER: You ore absolutely correct, Mr, Chief 

Justice, but counsel —

Q But this gentleman went out of his way to any 
that ha didn’t impute any bad faith or plotting or conspiracy 

to anybody. H® was just, taking this,, in on® sense, vary 

literal review of the statute.

MR. JEMNER: That is correct.

Q And in another sens©, perhaps not.

MR. JSNNER: That is correct, Mr. Chief Justice.

But in those who seek to argue the meaning of this 
— and may I say harsh statute, they turn at times to intent, 

when an argument of intent will favor thorn, and they turn to 

tii© artificiality of th© statute, that is a presumed fiduciary 

relationship because of the holding of 10 percent or more.

But when that doesn’t suit th® attempt to induce a court to 

interpret this narrow language, then they adopt a different one

Now, if Your Honors please, have this in mind over

night: Emerson Electric, on 'the 22nd of May 1967, made © 

tender offer for th© purchase of the share© of Dcdg® Manufactur 

ing Company of Mishawaka, Indiana, near South Bend. Prior to 

the time that they mad© that tender offer, they had negotiated



with the; officers and directors of Dodge Miuiufacturing Comply, 
in the hop© that they could arrange & marger with Dodge and
Emerson.

Those discussions cats© of naught, and whan those 
discussions did end is when Emerson Electric made a tender 
offer for the shares of Dodge Manufacturing Company. Thr, 
original tender exercise date was June 2, 1967»

As soon as it became known, we announced — necessarily 
on a tender offer you can't roach shareholders so you publish

T

it in newspapers and in the Wall Street Journal. When it 
became knovm to the Dodg© managers of that company that w© had 
submitted a tender offer for the shares of Dodge, at a very 
substantial increase over the then price — as a matter of 
fact, §20 per share — the Dodg© management immediately 
contacted all its shareholders, immediately, and said to fchems 
Do not tender your shares.

Two days later the Dodge management then entered into 
a negotiation with Reliance for a defensive merger to da feat, 
teat tender of far.

That is, to have the shareholders of Dodge approve a 
merg© of Dodge into Reliance, and that would destroy the tendar 
offer. And that was announced to its shareholders immediately, 
and they were urged favorably to consider tee defensive merger 
that wan tendered.

In addition to that, Dodge filed suit in the Northern
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District of Indiana before His Honor Jfedge Grant, to enjoin 

Emerson from proceeding with the tender ©££*sr, claiming that 

Emerson had obtained confidential information from Dodgo during 

the course of the attempts of Emerson to interest Dodge rac.nag®~ 

meat in a. merger of Dodge into Emerson.

And it charged in that complaint, under Section 10(b) 

and Regulation 10b~5 of the Securities Exchange Act, fh-it 
Emerson had obtained confidential information during tb« 

course of the discussion with Dodge management on the subject 

matter of a possible merger of Dodge into Emerson»

It was in that case that X represented Emerson, and 

the case was tried before Judge Grant» And after an extended 

hearing, with © lot of proof taken, Judge Grant held 
expressly that Emerson had acted in good faith throughout, and 

had never obtained any 'confidential information of any kind or 

character? that what it had obtained by way of information was 

in 14(k)*s, 10(k)*s, other matters public with the Securities 

and Exchange Commission, which they could examine, annual 

reports and matters of that character.
And so Judge Grant vacated the temporary restraining 

order that he had entered against Emerson, restraining it from 

proceeding with this tender offer, and we extended that tender 

offer to June 2, 1967, with the approval of Judge Grant.

Now we were faced at that particular time with the 

defensive merger suggested by Dodge to merge Dodge into



Emerson . ted so at that point wa proposed# as c. counter mova, 

that wa would submit to the shareholder.’-, of Podge a proposal 

for a merger of Dodge into Emerson, in which we would axohaagc:. 

convertible preferred shares of Emerson for Dodge stock as 
Reliance was proposing to give to the Dodge shareholders, 

convertible preferred shares for that stock? except that we 

claimed# by publication ©r otherwise, that eur merger offer 

was more advantageous to the shareholders of Dodge than ■'* ~ 

Reliance.

But — and we mad© a demand ©n the management of 

Dodge that they submit the Emerson proposed merger to the 

shareholders of Dodge, which ths management and directors of 

Dodge refused to do.

Also w© demanded the right to sea ~~ to ha\rs a share

holders * list, so wa could communicate with the shareholders 

of Dodge. Management refused t© give us that list* We filed 

suit in the Superior court of whatever that county is in 

Northern Indiana, and we — that’s the only way we were able te

get a shareholders5 list, and we got it*

Then w© filed suit, whan management refused to submit; 

the Emerson merger proposal to the Dodge shareholders, and we 

couldn't get it to them for a vote, w© then decided wa would 

go ahead with the proxy fight, to see if we could defeat the 

merger of Dodge into Emerson*

— Dodge turned around and ©usdAnd Emerson turned
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vm, to enjoin ns splitting cur merger -gyrycozalt of: tho larger
of Bodg© into Emerson.

l leave all this with you -up to this point to show 
tii&t it was impossible for anybody fc:> get any confidential 
information of any kind or character» And the judgeF Jteg:? 
Grant held expressly that w© had not obtained any.

Mow „ the proposal for the merger of Dodg© into 
Reliance —

HR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: I think this Fetid i>* 
perhaps a good place to stop*

MR. JENNERs 1 think it is. Thanh you very much. 
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: You can pick it up there 

in the morning, Mr.'Jenner.

[Whereupon, at. 3:00 p.ra., the Court was xecasasd, 
to reconvene at 10:00 a.su, the following day, Thursday 
November 11, 1971.J
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PROCES D 2 KGS

MR- CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: We will resumo -:irgumsnts 
in No» 79» Mr- Jennsr, you may proceed whenever you8re. ready. 

ORAL ARGUMENT OF ALBERT E. JENMER, JR., ESQ,.,
OK BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT [Resumed]

MR, JENNER: Thanh you, Mr.. Chief Justice» 
May it pleas© the Courts
I apologise, I seem 'to have suffered a cold overnight 

and I may have a little trouble with my voice»
As I was concluding yesterday I was .reciting -the facts 

applicable here, bearing primarily upon the question of whether 
— not only whether Emerson had inside information but whether 
it was humanly possible for Emerson to obtain inside informa
tion, let alone abusing inside information if it obtained any.

I had reached the point at which I had stated to the 
Court, as appears in the record, that when Emerson mad© a 
counter merger offer to meet Reliance’s and, Dodge’s merger
offer, Emerson then launched into a proxy contest to solicit 
proxies to a double purpose: for the purpose of defeating
the proponed merger of Dodge into Reliance at the special 
stockholders8 meeting that had been called, and also to obtain 
proxies for the purpose of obtaining a special meetings to 
require the Dodge board of directors to submit to Dodge stock
holders the counter-merger offer of Emerson, which Emerson 
claimed vas a superior offer, by way of merger, for the share-



holders of Dodget as against the Rb11w.cz offer.

la the meantime, as all of you have realised, 

regardless of this case# thess proceedings seirw'd to benefit 

the shareholders of Dodge very roach, because th© tender offer 

at $18.25 above the market# Reliance's — Dodge's proposed 

merger —- at still a higher figure in fcha way of shoros; hovzsvsr, 

that is convertible shares. And then Emerson coming bsck with 

another proposed merger of Dodge into Emerson at a still hie: 

figure# so the market price of the Dodge shares has kapt gov 

up and up and up„

This had nothing to do with any inside information, 

but, as this is typical many times, and roost of the tiro-- of 

tender offers; that is the market price of shares of the target 

company tends fc© rise very materially, first, because the 

tender offer is always at a higher price than the market at 

the tiro® the tender offer is submitted, otherwise it wouldn't 

be attractive.

And the counfcsr-merger by way of ~~ to defeat a tender 

offer, likewise raises the -price of the stock, because fcl?.a 

merger proposal is always at a still higher figura, or ifc 

would, not b© attractive.

it appears to Mr. McRoberts, the general counsel of 

Emerson, at this tiro©, that, is at the point that Emerson began 

to solicit proxies to defeat the merger of Dodge into Reliance, 

and to bring about consideration by shareholders oi the Emerson
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offer of merger of Dodge into Emerson —

Q And in point of timo, Mr. Jenner, that was after

the acquisition, wasn’t it?

MR. JENNERs Yes., sir. The tender offer shares 

were purchased on the 16th of June. So this cam© after that

point, you're right, Mr. Justice.

Mr. McRoberts then wrote the letter that ray brother 

Mulligan complains about, I think with a somewhat taxni:-.h«d br: . .. 

however, and that appears commencing at page 36 of the record.

And what was Mr. McRoberts concerned about? He was concern®d 

about, first, this? that under the cases that had been 

decided up to that time, Stella and others, that if the mergor 

of Dodge into Reliance was approved at the special shore-holders5 

masting called for the 22ncl of August, that the receipt by 

Emerson of the convertible preferred shares of Reliance, the 

surviving company, in exchange for the 155,000 shares of Dodgo 

that Emerson had acquired by way of the tender offer on June 

16th, would constituto a sal©.

And if constituting a sal® would, under the c^ses, 

then bring Emerson within, at that point, 16(b). And to require 

Emerson, then, to pay to Reliance the difference in value gain 

over th® price paid for the tender offer shares, which was
c
$63 a share, and th© value of th© convertible preferred received 

in th® merger of Dodge into Emerson.

And he s© says, as Your Honors will note, in his



letter of opinion»

Now, it is tru© that in his letter of opinion, where 

h© cautioned Emerson about this fact, that tliay had t-he danger 

of being involuntarily hold to h&va made a sale of the tender 

offer shares, by virtue of the fact that the merger of Dodge 

into Reliance had coma about by approval of the shareholders 

and then subsequent approval of the board of directors. Bvoix-aa 

under th® Indiana statute th© approval of the shareholders of a 

merger does not consummate that merger, the board of directors 

must,under the Indiana statute, approve it, and then it becomes 

consummatad»

So ha said, in.his letter of opinion, This constitutes 

a danger, and you should begin to prepare yourself to see if 

you can avoid that cataclysmic result,,, where the company
r

has bean preventing you from obtaining information, preventing 

you from reaching its shareholders, and doing everything it can 

to lock you out, and to cut off all communication» Still you 

run into th® ironical situation, because of this mechanical 

simplistic statute that you may b® involtunarily coming within 

it.

And you will notice fchafc at page 36 he does recite 

those circumstances. But he did anticipate, also, the possibil

ity, Your Honors, as my brother Mulligan has said to Your Honors 

yesterday, that perhaps they could sell, if they wished or 

desired or needed to sell the tender offor shares acquired in
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the fxxtux®

But there was at that time, if Your Honors please, 
no -- there had been, no negotiations with Reliance cn that 
score. Reliance was resisting us. Mid Dodge was resisting ue. 
There had been no offer to purchase, there had bean — w$ t'ad 
not undertaken to negotiate a sale. Counsel, Mr. McRobsrts, 

was advising his clients You're in danger.

And, Mr. Chief Justice, when you asked Mr. Mulligan 

yesterday what was the only way — what was the way that 

Km©rson could get out of this situation, and Mr. Mulligan 

responded to you. Well, all they had to do was wait until 

six months, or six months and on© day from the tender offer 

purchase date, June 16th, 1267. But that wasn’t so, because 

Mr. Mulligan overlooks the fact, which Mr. McRoberts'did 

appreciate, and that is the danger that when the Dodge-Rolianc© 

merger, should it be approved by the shareholders and them by 

the board of directors, that that would constitute the sale.

And Mr. McRoberts‘ judgment happened to fo® right, on 

that score, because the Newoark case cam® dewn not long after 

that, in which the Second Circuit so held.

All right. Now, Mr. —

Q Wait a minute, let me get that, Mr. Jenner.

MR. JEHNERs Yes.
q That iis, the danger was that when Reliance and 

Podge consummated the marger, that that in respect of Emerson8 s
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purchase? for purposes of 16(b), would constitute a sale?

MR. JENNERs Yes, Your Honor. Anti in the 

case in the Second Circuit# the court so hold, And that imi —
Q You mean ifc*s involuntary# a von if —

MR. JENNSRs Involuntary.

Q •— there had been & voluntary sale. Any over

beyond 10 percent shareholder? involved in a merger, is going 

to get some profits collected from him?

MR. JBHNER: Yea? Your Honor. Unless# as seo:' a 
ths cases held, and as pointed out by Mr. Justice Stewart ar 

a Sixth Circuit judge# the securities received ware — should 

b© the substantial equivalent of the securities surrender*::*:?. 

That is# in price and in terms and in effect. If they av.o the 

substanti©! equivalent# then the court held —

Q But ' they're not the substantia! ©quivalent, 
if the price increases# as -the Dodge prices did?

MR. JENNER: ' Yes. At first. Mr. Justice. Breanan# 

you have first the great difference in price.

Q What was that difference?

They realized some $900#000 in profit, did that 

affect the increase?

MR. JEHKERs Well# the differences —» first wa 

offered $63# that was $18.25 above the market; end then, fch® 

Dodge-Reliance securities ware estimated to be st a valeo 

of around $76 bo $30 & share# and the Emerson management



touted it at m ev©n higher figure 1 don 

word '’tout** in a depreciativ© fashion. But
*t mean to use th® 
there was & differ

ence in value, and more important, if Your Honor pleases, the 
shares to be received in the merger of Dodge into Reliance 

were convertible preferred shares. So that gave — would givs. 

Emerson enough — another option. Shay could ride e-n then 
preferred until, if the market of the common ceras up, it
would foe propitious for it to exercise that option. So it 

was pretty clear that what Emerson would receive,, hud it gone.

through and waited until beyond the consummation of the jvsrgtr,

would necessarily com® within what the cases were 'then holding* 

and which Newm&rk in the Second Circuit, Newrnark did subse
quently hold.

So, at that point, the management of Emerson, receiving 

tills opinion of its counsel, became concerned, naturally,,

They still thought they had a chance of defeating the merger, 

and being successful in the proxy fight, so they went ahead.
But the point I want to emphasia© is that it is 

unlike Mr. Mulligan*s representationto Your Honors yesterday.

He used the word "scheme"? that on the advice of its counsel, 

the management of Emerson schemed to try and avoid the harsh 

results of 16(b) by reducing by on© sal© the percentage of its 

shares in Dodge from 13,2 to 9.96.

Now, if the advice of counsel, reading the authorities, 

as subsequently confirmed in, constitutes a scheme in the sense



that; it's invidious and odious, we were guilty of ‘that-.
But it was advice of counsel* And if Section 18(b) is tr. bo 
con3-trued by this Court that, if, because counsel advises a 
client of a problem and suggests a possible solution of it, 
that that is a plan or achem© for which the client is to be 
punished, then X respectfully suggest to Your Honors that 
lawyer© in this country will have some pause in the giving of 
advice to clients.

Now, you will notice that Mr. McRober&s* advice to 
hi® client was that: sell off enough of your shares to <j.r .1 
down below the 10 percent, and then you may undertake the 

sale of the 9.6 parcent remaining, provided, as h© says in his? 

opinion, the two steps or© not legally tied together.

And both the District Court and the court of Appeals 
did find that the two sales were not legally tied together.

That is, they were separat® and distinct sales. The first sale 

of the 3.2 percent was to Goldman, Sachs, separately negotiated, 

at .no time up to that point had there been any talk with 

Roliar.ee whatsoever about the — its possibly purchasing s?har©3„

Q Mr. «Tanner,

MR. JENNER: Yes?

Q — you talked about ways out of this. After all, 

we're talking about whether you're to make a profit or not.

X mean, you didn't »- all you had to do was sell and you could 

get your money back.
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MR* JENHER: We could got our money back,- if. Your

Honor please, yes —
Q And you really —
MR. JENMERs — we could get the money m>. paid.
Q *— are talking about whether you should profit

by your efforts to take over another company.
MR.JMERs Well, Mr. Justice, —
Q I mean, I know that‘b in the American tradition,

but I mean that's the issue here, isn't it? whether you should
*stake a profit or not.

MR. JENNER: I don't —
Q Not whether you're going to take a loan out..
MR. JEMNERs I don't conceive of that, if Your Honor 

pleases• It is true that if Section — if the exemption 
provision of Section 16(b) applies her®, that the difference 
between what we paid and what wa received, less whatever 
expenses ther© were, which wars substantial, would represent a 
profit. That is so.

But the issue is, does that come within 16(b)?
Q Oh, I understand that. Yes.
MR, JENNER: NOW. ~
Q But you aren' t - locked into the company?
MR. JENMERs I beg your pardon?
Q There's no question of your being locked into the 

company and having to face a possible -Loss. I mean, you could



hav© gotten out ©ny time.

ME. «TENNER: No, m 
Honor pleases, because im were- faced

*fc gat any tim'-t, 

with the msrgor

•" •?-' •Sr";•>.-'>
...’•► I. “• tifu

Of D

into Reli&nc©.

Q You mean you think that if you put your stack 

on th® market, the way — immediately after this -letter of • 

counsel, if you had decided then to unload your stock, could

you have done it?

MR. JENNBR: Immediately after the letter? Ye;:-,

Yes, if Your Honor pleases. Rut if we had unloaded it is the 

sens® that we had sold all of it at on© time without firr.t 

getting down below the 10 porcent which wo say.the statute 

permits and contemplates —

Q You couldn’t hav® kept the profit?

MR, JENNER: Vie could not. That’s right.

Undor feh© harsh provision of 16(b).

Q Mr. Jonner, —

MR* JENNERj Y^s, Mr. Justie® Stewart?

Q May X interrupt to ask a couple of questions, 

to be sure 2 have this straight in my mind. Is there any 

question but that the sale ©f the 37,000 shares in late August 

of 1967 to Goldman, Sachs was subject to the impact of 16(b) 

and was recoverable by Reliance?

MR. JENNER: Mr* Justice, that is not an issue open 

my longer on the part of Emerson in this case. That is, that



©n the record In this ce.se, and the decision of the Eighth 
Circuity there was no cross®-appeal from that decision of: tha 
court. It is so that the profit made, on the first sal© is
payable to the Reliance —

Q My reason of 16(b).
MR* JBMNERs — whatever net amount there may be*

by reason of 16(b).
Q 16(b). and then it also follows, 1 guess* that 

no questions before us with respect to the acquisition .;■■:< \:Zvz 
Reliance shares in — on June IS; 1SS7, being of the hind nra 
of tli© nature that falls under 16(b). I'm referring to hh®
point *—

MR. jENNERs No, there is not.
Q — point raised by the amicus brief.
MR. JENNER: Your Honor, I think you said Reliance; 

I think you meant the Dodge shares that were acquired?
Q I did t yes»
MR. JENNERj Yes, you are correct about that.
Q Because there is on© school of thought that,

as you well know, that say® you have to be a 10 percent owner 
in order for your purchase of shares to come under 16(b).

MR. JSNNERs Your Honor is referring to the first 
purchase issue —

Q Right.
MR. JENNER: — upon which there's an amicus curiae



brief • And on this record, as far as Emerson in concerned, 
that issue is not op a, ©ither.

1 hav© my personal views on tea subject matter,, and 

that issue has not yet come before this Court, and I assums 

it will some clay, 1 must — I do wish to say to all of Your 

Honors that 1 am local counsel for Gulf and Western in Chicago 

in a case before Judge Parsons in which that issue is presented* 

Md will, I assume, reach this Court some day on full briefing*

Q And the amicus brief —

MR, JENHERs The amicus brief -*•

G — wants to be sure we don't decide that?
MR. JENfiSERj i think all parties feel that way, 

that this Court, on a very limited briefing, in these amicus 

briefs, will not hav® the full judgment and hoIp of counsel.

Q Well, we*vs received —

MR. JENKERs And if Your Honors do determine, and 

I ask Your Honors, determine to go into that issue, then w© 

would vary much wish *~*~ all parties would wish the opportunity 

to brief that question for Your Honors.

Q But in this case v;a can proceed on the hypothesis
teat *—

MR. JENNERs Yea.

Q — the sale comes under th@ — the purchase, the 

original purchase comes under 16(b), without deciding itr 

is teat right?



MR,, JENTER: That Is correct# sir. 
q Because it would mean cross-appeal?
MR. JENNBR: Yes.
Q Right.
Q Mr. Banner# -~
Q Now,, let me ask one diversionary questioni

if Emerson i® right here# at least it has the ability# cl ©as 
it. not# to manipulate and I don't mean that in the 
derogatory sense — to choose which shares it will sail in 
order to get under the 10 percent limit# mei thereby it can 
choose those with respect to which it has the lesser profits 
right?

ME. JENNERs Mr. Justice Blackmun# there axe
situations in which that's possible# but not her®. Because ths
purchase on the tender offer was# of all 155#000 shares#
whatever that exact number is # the same day► So there‘s no

:

step of opportunity presented here.
q At the same price per share.
MR. JENNERs $63 on every share.
Q On th© facts of this case# that's true# but it - 
MR. JENNERs On a hypothetical# yes, Your Honor.

There is sob® dispute in th® case® that if you acquire# say#
100 shares the first of the month# 100 shares at the end of 
th© month or along in that area# may you chocac*# if yon still 
have the certificates# if you haven * t turned in all th©



certificates to gst one certificate, may yet» sail off tho 

first hundred at the and- of six months2':••.;•* the' -p:. hirri", 

time the remaining shares that you have exceed tna 10 percent.

Q Of course that's the same kind of a problem we

run into in the tax field —

MR. JENNBRs Absolutely; absolutely.

The majority view is that if you match certificates, 

even though you have otherwise 10 percent or more, -that the 

sal© of the certificate that’s more than sis: months old is 

— does not involve you in 10(b)* 

q Mr. Jenner, —

MR. JENMERs Y@s, Mr. Chief Justice.

Q — let m© make this a little more difficult, 

perhaps, by picking up the point you had touched on about using, 

1 think, different brokers and that sort of thing. Suppos©, 

instead of having these separated by a number of days, the» 

first sal© had been at 9 o'clock in the morning-, if that © 

when the Exchange opens, and the second sal© had b©en at 3s00 

in the afternoon, if that1© when it closes, would your c&s©, 

wovld your arguments, would yOur points be any different?

MR. JENIFER: If Your Honor pleases, I thought soma- 

body -*» last night that somebody would ask ms that question, 

tod 1 had determined to answer it in this way, if 1 mays

1 have a problem, the first problem is, thera is a 

rule that courts do not dealt in fractions of a day. tod if
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that rule should bs applied so that the Court would say,- feh© 

fact that you sold 100 shares in the morning and ICO shares in 

the afternoon» we can't recognise it because we dor *t recognise 

fractions of a day, then I would have to say that the odds arc 

that we would — that would com© ■— most sale© would come 

within 16(b).

On the other hand, it is my view, and I urge it upon 

Your Honors, that since the Congress said that if at the time 

of sale you are not a 10 percent or more shareholder, that 

Congress contemplated, even though courts do not contemplate 

fractions of a day, that Congress contemplated that if you got 

yourself down below 10 percent, then your .second sale, or 

any number of sales subsequently, the same day, would not 

come within 16(b).

And may 2 suggest to Your Honors, please, that is 

the issue in this case» What did Congress intend when it said, 

and I read from the section, ’This subsection shall not be 

construed ~~ not. be construed by any court to cover any 

transaction where such beneficial owner, that is an owner of 

10 percent or more, was not — was not — such; that is, the 

holder of 10 percent or more, "both at. the time c-f the 

purchase and sale" — time of purchase and sal© —• or fcha 

sal© and purchase of the security involved.

That's what Congress said, and I respectfully submit 

to Your Honors that what both the 8JSC in this case and what my



brother Mulligan is urging upon Your Honor is to rewrite the 

exemption provision of 16(b) m Congress wxofc© it. It's an 

artificial the whole 16(b) is artificial# I don’t; ralo 

against th© section, I agree with the purposes that Congress 

had in mind. But Mr. Mulligan and the SEC are inclined to 

overlook this: what does the section say# "’for th::j purpose 

of preventing the unfair use of information which may” — 

which may — ”hav® been obtained by such beneficial owner."

The beneficial owner is described in 16(a) as 

being merely an owner of 10 percent or more. “Information 

which may have been obtained by such beneficial own Dr by 

reason of his relationship to- the issuer.’5 That is — new# 

that’s plain# simple., common English, and that’s what Congress 

intended.

Q What you’re saying is that Congress did the 

razor cutting here, did it --

MR. JBNMER: Well# yes.

Q — deliberately in a razor ~ in a situation 

that called for razor-thin line drawing.

MR. JSNNER: Very much so. And# Yos.tr Honor, when you

wrote th© opinion for the Court in the Second Circuit, in the <
?

Q Collins, 2 believe you mean,
7

MR. JENNER: — Collins, That’s precisely what you 

said, and when Mr. Justice Stewart wrote the opinion for tha 

Sixth Circuit in th© Ferraiolo case, ha also said it.
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And now may I turn to :x vary recent cases, decided ana 

written for the unanimous Court by chief Judge- Friendly, and 
I will close ray argument by referring to that. case. It6a 
80 recent that it's not yet in the reporta.

Q It’s not cited, is it?
MR. JBNRBRs It*® cited in the reply brief of Mr. 

Mulligan. When we filed our brief-, that case was not there. 
This is as parallel a ca.se — in law school wa talked about 
cow case®; well, this is a cow case.

This involved Kern County Land Company and Occidental
Petroleum.

Occidental Petroleum started out negotiating for n. 
merger of Kern County Land into Occidental Petroleum, jiofe ©a 
Emerson negotiated with Dodge for a gentleman’s agreemsnt 
mergar ©£ Dodge into Emerson.

That failed, ®e did the Emerson situation.
Whan the negotiations failed, Occidental made a 

tender offer to the shareholders of Kern County Land. At 
$20 above the market. Our® was $18 above the market.

K©m reacted just as Dodge reacted. Kern went to 
Tenneco and arranged a defensive merger of Korn into Tenneco, 
the mechanism was to organize a new company and merge both 
companies into the new company.

But the effect was the same. This pushed the stock 
up in value, as the stock went up in value here in Dodge.



Now, also,, Kern resisted as Bodge reelsfad all
kinds of injunction suits» and tha sort" of thing that vie had 
in her® in which I am so unsuccessful in the Northern Distric 
of Indiana? successful only on on©, I got a ctockhol liefc.
And defeated an injunction.

But tli© defensive merger cam® along» and that vras 
an exchange of shares, that is convertible preferred for the 
shares ©f Korea County Land.

Now, how did Occidental neat this problem, as .Judge, 
Chief Judge Friendly says, there was the danger of the nerger 
going through and then Occidental, undor the cases this Court 
had decided, that is the Second Circuit, that that would haw 
constituted a sal© by Occidental of the shares of Kern County 
Land it had obtained on its tender offer.

Now, the way they sought to solve the problem, in
stead of, as — because the figures were so great here, 
millions and millions of dollars involved? their counsel 
resorted to an option, that is, an option to the new Kern 
County Land, new company coming into existence, to purchase 
th® tender offer shares ©ns day after the six-month period,

And that was attacked as a device, scheme, says my
brother Mulligan, and Chief Judge Friendly, for the unanimous 

»
court, holds otherwise. And follows and refers directly to 
both your opionion, Chief Justice Burger, and yours as well, 
Justide Stewart, as justifying the right to use a solid
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option provision tc avoid, net ovad© but, fc© .-void ttn barshn.m-.
of 16(b),

So the case is very parallel to this* And cfciof 

Judge Friendly s&yax some decisions of this Court rs-fj/sofc, 

at least in dictum, a belief that this principle should br 

applied across the board, ©van to situations that Congress

scarcely considered.

The highwater mark of this rather simplistic 

approach was the statement in Park_a Tilford, In©.,-,v;?, s_diiilt^, 

skipping the citation, a case of the sale of common stock 

within sir months of an economically compelled conversion of 

long-held preferred into common..

Q That was Judge Clark's opinion in that, wasn't

it?

MR. jenners Yes, it was. Tfc© late Judge Clark.

„ Defendants did not ©wn the common stock in question 

before they, exercised their option to convert. They did 

afterward. Therefore, they acquired the stock within the 

meaning of-the Act.

That's what Chief Judge Friendly says is the 

simplistic approach.

However, the mechanistic view did not long persist 

even in our own court, sea Roberts,.vsEaton, certiorari 

dsnissd.

Then he says, a revolt against it elsewhere was



begun by fete® opinion of Jude® Stewart, as he then was, in 
ffarralolg ya., citing it, which was la tor follow® d by
the Ninth Circuit in Blau vs. lAsvsi Factor, which is sought.

Th© problem was than given thorough consideration 
in tdi© Blau case, and then, by this Court in tfca Blau case, 
Blau vs. Lehman Brothers.

And so *■—
Q What's th® citation of that opinion that you5 vs. 

just been reading?
MR. JENNER: Ah, ~
Q 323 Fed. Supp., is that it?
Is that the Abrams vb. Occidental?
MR. JENNER: Abrams vs. Occidental, yes.
Q 323 F©cL Supp„ 5?0.
Q You ware reading from an opinion by Judge

Friendly.
MR. JENNER; This is — I have — all I have io 

the cch advance sheet, No. S3238.
Q Well, w© have the case number in th© Second 

Circuit in this brief.
MS. JENNER: Oh, that's vary good.
Q But we don't have the Fed. 2d citation?
MR. JENNER: Not yet, Your Honor.
Q All right.
MS. JENNER; It may wall b© at hand soon.



And the District. Court citation is at page 6 of the 

Reply Brief of my brother Mulligan.

i conclude, if Your Honor pleases ~~ Your Honors 

pleas© — this is a harsh statute in its result. It has an. 

obvious therapeutic affect. But it should not ha applied 

beyond what Congress intended fc© be applied and you are 

being urggd by the SEC counsel, by Mr. Mulligan, to extend it 

to restrict it by construction in the face of express wording 

of Congress that this shall not b© construed to extend beyond 

particular limits. -- ,

And so, with a statute that is as artificial and
-Vi «

mechanistic as this one# to b® applied in its results, then 

I suggest to you that it is to the right of those who would 

be affected by the statute to work out, if it's possible, 

m honorable naans of avoiding the harsh results of the 

statute»

Q You mean — are you saying that a mechanistic 

statute may have & mechanistic response?

' MR. «TENNERs I think I am, if Your Honor pleases.

As long.as that response is honorable, and I would respectfully 

submit this was a fully honorable response, and reaches 

equity in the case*.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGERs Thank you, Mr. Jenner.

Let's see, I think your time is all consumed her®.

Thank you, gentlemen. The case is submitted.
[Whereupon, at 10:32 a.m, the case was submitted.]




